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supporting you to feel confident and
make informed choices that are

right for your body, birth and birth 

mystri



Thank you for choosing Mystri Mumma to support you in your birthing journey. I will be
teaching you the Calm Births Hypnobirthing course which is accredited by the Royal

College of Midwives.
 

The course is split over 3 sessions. Each week we will focus on different subject matters,
watch/ read to positive birth videos, practice breathing techniques and relaxations, and
you will be given information about different birthing journey's so you are equipped to

make informed choices for your body, birth and baby. Please feel free to ask questions,
make notes during the class and even to contact me via telephone, WhatsApp, text or
email if your require any further information or support. My role is to support you both

and your birthing journey as much as I can. If I do not know the answer, I will seek
guidance and come back to you. 

Remember: there is never a silly question.
 

Please remember that I will be giving you the tools, techniques, information and
resources as part of the course. In order for this all to work, you must also follow through

with practicing and following up with the homework set. It's a joint effort.
 

I cannot wait to get you started on your birthing journey! 

DISCLAIMER
This workbook is designed to provide helpful information to prepare you and your birth partner in your

pregnancy, labour and birthing journey.
 

The information provided by Mystri Mumma is for general informational purposes only. All information is provided in good faith to support
your journey. Mystri Mumma always recommends you complete thorough research and gain more information about your individual

circumstance before making and choices for your labour/ birth. 
 

Mystri Mumma will not offer any clinical advice, any advice given is anecdotal. Any medical advice must be sought by The Client (you)
from a relevant medical professional. Mystri Mumma holds no responsibility for the outcome of your labour/ birth.

 
Mystri Mumma holds full rights to this Manual. 

NO copies to be made or distributed without the knowledge or consent of Mystri Mumma under any circumstances

FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURSthank you 

poojaxo

confident empowered informed prepared



This manual is for your reference. It is a breakdown of the Calm Births Hypnobirthing
book you received as part of the course materials. The manual will give you an

understanding of what we discuss in class and a great reference point for you in the
future, should you forget anything.

(that doesn't mean you can't contact me for clarity- please do if you need to!)
 

Open Boxes
Please use this space to write down what you are feeling. It's like a journal.

 
Discussions

Please follow the questions in the manual and write down your responses so you can
bring them to class. It's an interactive course so the more you bring, the more you take

away.
 

Relaxations
I have given you a shortened script of the relaxations (full tracks available on the "Family
Page" to be downloaded). These scripts are for your birth partner to read to you should

you wish to use them as so. NO copies of the scripts should be made or distributed.
Calm Births Hypnobirthing and Mystri Mumma hold rights to the scripts.

 
Brain Dump/ Notes

At the end of each section there are some pages where you can make notes and brain
dumps for any anxitieties. Please feel free to use this as you please.

 
Birth Video's

We will discuss the video's in class and there will be comments and spaces for you to
make notes in your manual about them. Please use your notes to reflect on the videos

as we can sometimes forget what we discuss in class.
 

Homework
Unfortunately I do not have a magic ball to foresee your birthing journey nor do I have a
magic wand to make everything "perfect". My role is not to do that anyway. My role is to
give your al the information and so you understand the different stages and option; thus
be able to make the right choice for your birthing journey. In order for everything to make
sense and stay fresh, you need to complete the homework set and continue to practice

after the course has finished. 
I give you the tools- you must implement them.

 
Appendix

The Appendix has all the small bits you need to help you along in your journey. Please
use these as you need.

 

YOUR MANUALhow to use 
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2 3labour & birth

Early Labour
Managing Labour
Transition Phase
Stages of Labour
Hello Baby
Vaginal & Caesarean
Home Birth

Birth Story
Debrief
Baby Relaxation
Our Feelings
Homework
Brain Dump
Notes

HYPNOBIRTHINGlet's talk

APPENDIX

setting foundations

roles, responsibilities & choices

Our Feelings
Hypnobusting
Conscious vs. Subconscious
Mindset Effect
Brain Waves
Uterine Muscles
Chemical Cocktail
Power of Language
Power of Environment

Power of Affirmations
Power of Breathing
Water Birth
Birth Story
Debrief
Ocean Relaxation
Homework
Brain Dump
Notes

Baby's Positions
Birthing Mumma
Power of Partnership
The Professionals
Who's in the Room
Labour Relief
Home vs. Hospital
Labour Induction (natural)
Labour Induction (hospital)

Assisted Birth
Prevent Tearing
Caesarean Birth
Birth Story
Debrief
Cloud Relaxation
Homework
Brain Dump
Notes

Birth Ball Exercises
Perineal Massage
Pelvic Floor Exercises 
Birth Bag Checeklist
Labour Nutrition 

Birth Planning
Massage Techniques
Use your BRAINS/ HEART
Use UMBRELLA  
Breathing Techniques 
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"when you change the way you
view birth, the way you birth will

change"

- Marie Mongan
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FEELINGSour
What words and emotions comes to mind when you hear labour & birth?

What our ideal birth would look like...

SETTING FOUNDATIONS
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BUSTINGhypno

The moment people hear "hypno" they instantly think about
someone holding a pendulim in front of someone's face or a
spiral image that takes control over you. So before we get started
let's go through see what you already know about hypnosis!

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

Statement True False

It is all hippy/ earthy nonsense

It can be used for caesarean birth

I will be put under a spell

It is just about the birth

It gives a role for the Birth Partner

It is impossible to relax in labour

It portrays professionals negatively

It's only for natural/ drug free births

I/ we will have no control

It promises a pain free birth

No negative thoughts allowed!
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SUBCONSCIOUSconscious vs
Let’s think of our brain like an iceburg...

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

The bottom of the iceburg is the
subconscious mind, where we keep
everything we might need one day,

and the brain stores away every
single memory we have (every sight,

sound, smell) so that one day it might
pull that information to inform you for

your survival. It’s basic instinct.

The conscious mind is the tip
of the iceburg, up there is the
information that we need to
keep to hand, so that’s just
within easy reach in order for
us to make daily decisions.

An important fact to know is that the subconscious cannot differentiate between a
perceived and real threat. We are in charge of what we put and where.

How does this relate to pregnancy and birth? 

When we become pregnant, the brain wants to help you with this unfamiliar (or
infrequent) event and so delved down into storage to dig out everything you have learnt
in your lifetime about birth. And it brings up all that negative stuff we have learnt over a
lifetime from the media, horror stories, past birth experiences and presents it all to the
conscious mind but this leaves us feeling scared. Not what we want at all!
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SETTING FOUNDATIONS

DISCUSSION:
What happens when we feel frightened, stressed or anxious? 

When we enter the freeze/ flight/ fight
mode, oxygenated blood is immediately
sent to our vital organs, and to our arms
and legs to help us run away. Sadly, our
baby is neither of these, so gets less
oxygen straight away which is
demonstrated by their heart rate and
seen as foetal distress.
 
The other job of adrenaline is to constrict
the muscles to enable you to fight. So
that lovely flow of muscle movement
creating the surges becomes constricted
and ineffective, meaning that the cervix
can’t open, and that tension in the
muscles hurts Mum.

Baby potentially becomes distressed
The surges are ineffective (because of the
muscle constriction)
The cervix therefore cannot dilate
efficiently

Therefore if this is happening during labour:

 
This becomes painful as the muscles are
trying to work but are being constricted, which
in turn is frightening, which triggers further
adrenalin release and so we enter the
negative cycle.
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WAVESbrain

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

In order for hypnosis to work we need to be in a relaxed state of body and mind. When
we physically relax our body, it releases tension and almost automatically relaxes our
mind. This state is called Theta.
 
We enter the Theta phase just before you fall asleep or if you wake up gently in the
morning. So we are fully present and aware of our surroundings, but just really relaxed.
 
Our mind is relaxed and therefore our body is too. We know that when someone is in the
Theta state, they are most receptive to positive suggestions and ideas and this is where
hypnotherapy takes you. So, what you are learning to do by listening to the affirmations
& relaxations is to get to the Theta state. 
 
The reason you’re doing this is so that we can then give you shortcuts on how to get
there, so that at any time you like during labour or birth, you and your birth partner will
have the ability as a team (you’ll have techniques to use internally, and your birth
partners will have techniques to use externally) to take you to the Theta state.

Beta
awake, normal alert consciousness

Alpha
relaxed, calm & meditative

Theta
 deep relaxation

Delta
deep, dreamless sleep
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MUSCLESuterine

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

PING PONG BALLOON EXERCISE:
 
This replicates the uterus, the baby inside and the closed, long cervix. The closed cervix is
thing and long, and you will see how much work it needs to do before it even begins to
open.
 
Now if you remember, whilst those outer muscles are lifting the inner muscles they are
putting pressure on the top of the uterus.
 
So we can replicate that with our balloon to see what happens to the cervix. As you
squeeze and release the top of the balloon, it shortens, thins and then begins to open.
Now you can see you baby’s head!
 
This is why it’s more common to refer to contractions as surges now, as it’s a surge of
hormones encouraging the body to open. ‘Contraction’ conjures up images of tightening
and closing, which is not what we want. 

The outer muscles draw down and overlap the inner muscles, and then draws them up
and away the cervix. They will stay there, whilst applying pressure to the top of the uterus
as they’re drawn up, for approximately 60 seconds in established labour. In that time, the
cervix will be free to shorten, then thin and eventually open (dilate) as the baby is
nudged down. The cervix opens out completely leaving a space of approximately 10cms,
which by complete design is the same is the same diameter of your baby’s head (or
bottom).

Cervix

Inner Layer

Outer Layer

Middle Layer
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COCKTAILchemical

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

OXYTOCIN: Your LOVE hormone stimulates uterine surges and
helps birth of baby and placenta. 
HOW:

 
ENDORPHINS: Your HAPPY hormones is also your body’s natural
pain relieving hormone. 
HOW:

MELATONIN: Your SLEEP hormone which is released when you are
feeling safe and protected. 
HOW:
 

PROSTAGLANDINS: Your INDUCTION hormone which helps
encourage uterine surges.
HOW:

RELAXIN: Soften all ligaments and cartilage of the pelvis. It helps
the cervix soften and loosen and for your perineum to become
more flexible and stretchy. 
HOW:

ADRENALINE: Your FREEZE/FIGHT/FLIGHT hormone. Need just
a bit at the end!
HOW:

PROLACTIN: Your MILK hormone
HOW:
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CHOICES EXERCISE:
 
Which do you prefer?

 Statement 1: “You are only 3cm”
 Statement 2: “You have reached 3cm”
 
 Statement 1: “You have only dilated by 1cm, it’s taking too long. Let me do this for you.”
 Statement 2: “Well done another 1cm. How are you doing? Would you like any further
help?”
 
 Statement 1: “You don’t sound like you’re in pain.”
 Statement 2: “You are managing so well. Let me know if you need me.”
 

LANGUAGEpower of

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

Language is important and it matters. Changing the way in which you are spoken to by
using words that are softer and kinder can really help, for example: Surge or wave
instead of contraction or breathing down in place of pushing. Think about what
language you would like for your birth- it matters and it should be respected.

ENVIRONMENTpower of
dim lights
decorative/ fairy
hanging lights
affirmations in sight
reminders

SIGHT

wear partners
clothes
essential oils

SMELL

eat during labour
TASTE

listen to relaxations
birth partner to
recite affirmations

HEAR

your partner's hand
anchors you may
have practiced

TOUCH

BIRTH PARTNERtip

Do not feel afraid to
advocate the

birthing mother's
wishes. It is OK to

challenge/ request
the professionals
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AFFIRMATIONS

drop your shoulders loosen your jaws smile

BREATHINGpower of

breathe in and out
through your nose

breathe with your
belly

BIRTH PARTNERtip

Record the
affirmations in
your voice for
the birthing

mother!

power of

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

If a message is repeated often enough to the conscious
mind, the subconscious will eventually accept it as the
truth.  You are listening to your affirmations each day to
replace any negative suggestions with positive ones. 

my body is filled
with oxytocin

I trust my body
and baby

I am one step
closer to meeting

my baby

I feel at calm 
and peace

I welcome every
surge

my body opens
like a flower

my body is made
to birth my baby

I am a birthing
Goddess

Please see Appendix 9 
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BIRTHwater

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

DISCUSSION:
What do you notice the birth mother doing?

DISCUSSION:
What do you notice the birth partner doing?

DISCUSSION:
What do you notice the professional doing?
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BIRTHwater

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

Notice the environment is kept as dark as possible to help the
chemical cocktail of hormones. There are dim lights, the
relaxation can be heard in the back, freedom to move positions
in the water. Mum’s need for other pain relief is known to be less
in water. Mum’s blood pressure and heart rate are lower in the
water helping the body to aid baby down the birth canal.

The Birth Partner can be seen to have an active role in the
birthing journey. You can see here that the Birth Partner is using
light touch massage as the Birthing Mother moves positions to
help the build up of oxytocin.

The Birth Partner is using positive affirmations to reassure the
Birthing Mother she is doing beautifully. Leaning on her Birthing
Partner, the Birthing Mother can also hear his heartbeat, feel his
presence and smell him which again help the right hormones
come into play for their birthing journey.

Water birth is safe in a low risk pregnancy. The water is kept at
36 degrees so that when baby is born, there is no shock to their
system. The baby will not attempt to breathe until air hits its face
and triggers it to take a gasp. Until that point it is perfectly safe
underwater. In the film we see the midwife untangle the cord
from around Oliver’s neck, this is pretty routine and he is not in
danger as he is not using his respiratory system yet.

Baby is grey and floppy immediately but then very quickly has
tone, colour and eyes open- this is how most baby look- not
pink and fluffy as you see on TV! Mum and Baby continue to
have skin to skin in the water.



STORYbirth

mmSETTING FOUNDATIONS

Thank you so much! I am trying to get all the rest in that I can, I am immensely lucky to
have both mum's here to give me everything and anything that I need they have been
fantastic!
 
I cannot thank you enough! Without you I don't think I would've ever had such a positive
outlook on birth! I got told yesterday that I made my birth sound so calm and I would
promote pregnancy. 
 
Despite certain aspects of my birth not being exactly the way I wanted originally these
were informed decisions I made based on the knowledge that you gave us and the
basic principal that no one knows my body better than me and through this I was able
to make the right decision rather than blindly following the advice of the healthcare
professionals.

 My waters broke on the Thursday (for real this time) we went into the hospital and were
told that we should opt in for an induction should labour not begin itself within 24 hours
although then we were advised actually since there were 2 risk factors, (she measured
slightly smaller on the growth chart and less movements from baby that evening) they
wanted to induce me asap rather than waiting for the next day and they wanted to keep
the baby monitored throughout (hence no water birth)
 
We made the decision to wait for labour to begin naturally since i began to feel slight
contractions and slight movements from baby so I went with what my baby was telling
me..
 
The next day I got onto my pregnancy ball did lots of walking etc and got labour started
naturally - went into hospital, still had my birthing suite and the hypnobirthing music and
all and gave birth naturally without the induction and any pain relief at all - the
meditation music and my constant focus on my breathing was in fact the best pain
relief!
 
The birth was amazing and Kalpesh using all the techniques you taught did so well
throughout out the birth - wouldn't have been able to do it without him! The feeling of
having a baby is absolutely phenomenal! Tiring but every time I look at her, its just
incredible!
 
Thank you so much again! This was a summary, I feel like I could write a book about it!
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SESSIONdebrief

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

Something NEW we learnt today...

Something that surprised us today...

Something we will take away with us today...
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RELAXATIONocean

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

REMINDER: please practice the relaxations in a safe environment where you can safely
fall asleep. DO NOT listen to the relaxations in the bathtub or whilst driving. (Before bed is
great as it can help you go to sleep!)

1

2

3
I would like for you now to bring your
awareness to your breath, don’t change
it just notice it, notice the fall and rise of
your belly as you breathe in and out.
Softly, gently,  allowing yourself to let go,
breathing out any tension that you’re
holding on to today. Breathing in
through your nose, out through your
nose.

Now say in your mind as you inhale ‘I
breathe in calm’ and as you slowly
exhale ‘my body relaxes down.’
Breathing in: ’I breathe in calm’, exhaling
‘my body relaxes down’. Once again
breathing in: ‘I breathe in calm’ and
breathing out: ‘my body relaxes down.’

Picture now, in your mind’s eye, that you are standing on top
of sand dune. The sky is a brilliant blue as the sun is shining.
Feel the gentle warmth of the sun on your face, hear the
ocean below gently washing in and out, hear the waves, see
the glittering ocean beneath you and the beautiful sandy
beach stretching as far the eye can see. Drink in this
wonderful view.
 
And now you see that there are ten steps leading down the
dune to the shore, as you walk down the ten steps you will find
yourself reaching an even deeper level of relaxation and
comfort. So walk with me now, to the top step as we count
down to the bottom.

Ten… feeling wonderfully relaxed and comfortable
Nine… stepping down towards even deeper comfort
Eight… Letting go, travelling down
Seven… Releasing, relaxing down
Six… Now doubling your relaxation
Five… Your body now, totally loose and limp
Four… feeling wonderfully relaxed, content
Three… Travelling down deeper into your mind and total
relaxation
Two…. Now tripling your depth of relaxation
One… Now you have reached the ocean shore, your inner mind

54 7
When you are in labour you can
bring yourself to this place any
time and feel totally calm and
relaxed. Whenever you feel your
body begin to tense during labour
you can take yourself to this
beach and actively think ‘release,
let go.’ You can trust in nature,
trust in your body and your baby
to perform this amazing miracle
of birth. You are learning to relax,
flow, melt with the rhythm of life
itself with patience and positivity.

We reach the bottom of the stairs
now, reaching up to the top of the
dune and back into the conscious
mind. I’m going to count from 1 up
to 5 now as you climb the stairs
and gradually come back to the
room, 1….. 2….3….feeling the energy
flow back into your fingers and
toes, 4…. feeling refreshed and
alert. 5…. wide awake, feeling
great, and eyes open when you're
ready.

Feel how wonderful you feel
right now. You are full of
positivity, calm and excitement
for your baby’s birth.

6
When you are ready, we’re
going to make the journey now
back to where we began, back
into the conscious mind at the
top of your sand dune.

BIRTH PARTNERtip

Download all
MP3's to your
phone & other

devices
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HOMEWORKpractice

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

DISCUSSION:
What was the colour of your glowing light? Tell your partner what colour it is and ask
them to pack a shirt of that colour in your birth bag so when you are in labour, by them
just wearing that colour, it can help you come back into focus with the glowing light.

Listen to the Ocean Relaxation at least 3 times this week together (if you can do it
everyday that's a bonus!)

Listen to the Positive Affirmations everyday and please let your birth partner know which
ones you relate to more so they can make a note of it for labour/ birth.
 
TIP: change your morning alarm tone to the positive affirmations- it’s a great start to
your day.

Start discussing your language options and the environment you would like to create for
your birthing journey and make a start on your birth plan. Remember this is NOT the final
copy- it's just to help you to gain an understanding of what you like, what you would be
happy to compromise and what you definately do not want. These can and may
change so be flexible and keep talking to one another!

Any questions, just let me know.

Cannot wait to teach you Session 2!



DUMPbrain

mmSETTING FOUNDATIONS



NOTESmake

mmSETTING FOUNDATIONS
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POSITIONSbaby’s
Anterior position
The best position for the foetus to be in
before childbirth is the anterior position. The
majority of foetuses get into this position
before labour begins.
This position means the foetus’s head is
down in the pelvis, facing the woman’s back,
allowing the top of it to press down on the
cervix, which encourages it to open during
labour.. The foetus’s back will be facing the
woman’s belly. 

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES

Posterior position
The posterior position is also known as the

back-to-back position. This is where the
foetus’s head is pointing down, and their

back is resting against the woman’s back.
 

The back of a foetus’s body is heavier than
the front, so a pregnant woman can

encourage the foetus to roll into the ideal
position by leaning in the direction they

want them to move.

Transverse lie position
A transverse lie position is when the foetus

is lying horizontally in the uterus. 

Breech position
The breech position is when the foetus
remains with the head up instead of down
in the woman’s pelvis. 

Complete breech: In this position, the foetus
“sits” with their legs crossed in front of the
body, so the feet are near their buttocks.
 
Footling breech: In this position, the foetus
has either one or both feet hanging below
their bottom. If a woman gave birth
vaginally, one or both feet would come out
first.
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POSITIONSbaby’s

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES

Reasons why baby may stay in posterior or breech positions... 

How can I tell what position baby is in?

How can I help to change baby's position?

What to do if baby does not move positions?
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Pelvic Floor
The pelvic floor muscle

basically acts like a
hammock supporting
your bladder, vagina
and rectum. It’s what

keeps you from being
incontinent and from

having a vaginal
prolapse. (Appendix 2)

 

Nutrition
Certain foods and drinks
can help you during
labour and birth. With the
right energy you can help
your body and baby.
(see appendix 4)

MUMMA birthing
Posture
Your posture during
pregnancy directly
affects the position
of your baby for
birth, and therefore
the ease with which
they will enter the
world. (please use
your UFO cards &
Appendix 1 for Birth
Ball exercises)

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES 

Perineal Massage
This massage is best
done after 34 weeks
and helps to loosen
the muscles near your
perineum, reducing the
changes of tearing.
(Appendix 2)

Packing Bags
I've dropped all

the essentials in a
list for you.

(Appendix 3)

Communication
Talk to your birth partner
about your feelings and

preferences and write
your birth plan together.

(Appendix 5)
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Packing Bags
Be involved in the
process so you know
where things are when
needed! Also pack your
own (Appendix 3)

Communication
Talk to your birth partner
about your feelings and

preferences and write
your birth plan together.

(Appendix 5)

PARTNERSHIPpower of

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES 

Advocate
Know what she wants &
needs and create this
environment for her, 
 Ask the right questions
to help you make the
right choices for your
birthing journey.

Build Oxytocin
Kiss, Affirm and massage

her. (Appendix 6)
Areola stimulation can

also help.
 

PRACTICE

practice
PRACTICE

listening to &
reciting

affirmations 

listening to
relaxations and

understanding the
safe & happy place

 reminding her to do
the pelvic floor

exercise

 reminding her to do
or even helping to

do the perineal
massage

breathing
techniques

being affirmative
and confident to ask

questions/
advocate

UMBRELLA- see appendix 8 



PROFESSIONALSthe 

mmROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES 

Midwife...

Obstetrician..

Maternity Care Assistant/ Support Worker...

Paediatrician...

Scrub Nurse...
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THE ROOMwho is in

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES 

Supported Vaginal Birth at Home....

Supported Vaginal Birth in Birthing Centre/ Labour Ward....

Instrumental Birth in Labour Ward Room...

Instrumental Birth in Theatre...

Caesarean Birth in Theatre....
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RELIEFlabour

Gas & Air (Entonox)
This is a mixture of oxygen and nitrous oxide gas.

Gas and air will not remove all the pain, but it can
help reduce it and make it more bearable. 

 

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES 

Water
Water is a great source of labour relief and also helps to reduce
the chances of tearing. Having a shower, allowing the water to fall
on your lower back, can provide some relief. 

Tens Machine
A TENS machine works by sending mild electrical impulses to
sticky pads on your lower back. TENS is thought to work as the
electrical pulses stimulate nerves that run to the spinal cord and
block the transmission of pain.

Pethadine
This is an injection put into your thigh or buttock to relieve
pain. It takes about 20 minutes to work after the injection.
The effects last between 2 and 4 hours,  

Epidural
 An epidural is a type of local anaesthetic. It numbs the nerves
that carry the pain impulses from the birth canal to the brain. 
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HOSPITALhome vs

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES 

What is available? Home Hospital

Gas & Air

Tens Machine

Pethadine

Epidural

Ventouse/ Forceps

Caesarean Birth

Midwife

Birth Pool

Birth Partner

Children

Pets

Syntocinon/ Syntrometine

Perineum Stitching

Vitamin K
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INDUCTIONlabour

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES

Only 4% of babies are born on their due date! The average first baby in the UK comes at
41+5. Expect it to be 42 weeks, this baby doesn’t have a watch! Make lovely plans for
your 40th and 41st weeks of pregnancy, so you have a little something in the diary each
day to look forward to.

Natural ways to induce labour...
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You have a scheduled time to arrive on your antenatal
ward. You will be assigned a bed to wait at until the
labour ward are ready for you (this can involve many
hours of waiting around, so best to be prepared for this)

A CTG will be performed to check baby, and your
observations will be checked.

A Midwife will examine you and if you choose her to,
perform a membrane sweep.

You will be called to the labour ward, where they will
insert either a gel, pessary or balloon - these all contain
the hormones to soften the cervix. These are all to be left
inside for approximately 12-24 hours in the hope that
that is enough to trigger labour (you might be allowed to
go home in this time)

If after that time you have not gone into labour, a further
examination will be carried out whereby the Midwife will
attempt to break your waters. If she can, you will then
have a further 12 hour wait to see if that sends you into
labour. (If she can’t, they may try a further
pessary/gel/balloon or discuss caesarean section with
you)

Once waters are broken, if no labour progresses after 12
hours, a hormone drip will be put in to give you surges.
As these are 'manmade' and don't have the natural
endorphins that you would produce, an epidural is
recommended. (you will not be able to eat if you are on
the drip)

Each unit is different, but the broad policy is:

If you prefer not to be induced before 42 weeks, your local trust will usually suggest a
plan whereby they will perform a CTG every or every other day, and scan the baby twice
a week to measure fluid levels.

INDUCTIONlabour

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES
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BIRTHassisted

An assisted delivery happens in about one in eight births, and can be because:
There are concerns about the baby's heart rate
The baby is in an awkward position
You're too exhausted

Why might I need ventouse or forceps?

If the baby's head is in an awkward position, it'll need turning to allow the birth. A
children's doctor (paediatrician) may be present to check your baby's condition after
the birth.

To support the use of instruments, you will have an episotimy (surgical cut in your
perinium)

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES 

TEARING prevent
How can you help?
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BIRTHceasarean

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES

• Your baby is in the breech position (feet
first) and your doctor or midwife has been
unable to turn them by applying gentle
pressure to your tummy, or you'd prefer they
did not try this
• You have a low-lying placenta (placenta
praevia)
• You have pregnancy-related high blood
pressure (pre-eclampsia)
• You have certain infections, such as a first
genital herpes infection occurring late in
pregnancy or untreated HIV
• There is suspicion or evidence to show
placenta deterioration.
• Your labour is not progressing or there's
excessive vaginal bleeding
• Baby’s meconium 

why?

A C- section is often talked about as the ‘easy option’ but it’s important to know that it is
a major abdominal surgery. IT IS NOT AN EASY OPTION. IT IS NOT FALIURE. 

Reduces the level of perceived pain
Decreases the need for medication
Reduces level of anxiety
Makes the patient more
haemodynamically stable 
Lowers blood pressure
Reduces operation time due to less
complications

Studies have proven consistency that self-
hypnosis in surgery:

To help you make choices for your birth, we encourage you to use the BRAINS and HEART
tools. (Appendix 8) 
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BIRTHceasarean
DISCUSSION:
What do you notice the birth mother doing?

DISCUSSION:
What do you notice the birth partner doing?

DISCUSSION:
What do you notice the professional doing?

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES
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BIRTHceasarean

The Birthing Partner stays near the Birthing Mothers head,
providing reassurance and reciting affirmations to help
the hormones needed for birth. The relaxation is on and
the Obstetrician is commentating as the baby is born. The
Birthing Mother is seen to be practicing her deep
breathing.

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES

The screen is lowered as requested by the Birthing Mother
so she can witness the birth of her baby.

There is still opportunity for skin- to- skin.

Paedeatrician can on occasions complete check whist
having skin- to- skin, dependent on circumstance and
risk.



STORYbirth
I went into Kingsmill for induction at 9am, on Monday 18th May. I was checked at 9.30am
to be told that the bottom of my cervix was around 3cm dilated, but the top was
completely closed and unprepared for labour. I agreeed to a pessery at 11. I had a few
tightenings, and period like cramps, but nothing major. At 11am on Tuesday, I was told
that although the top of my cervix was still closed, it was now ready to dilate. A second
pessery was put in at 1pm and she performed a sweep as well. Around 10pm, mild
contractions started, however by 11 they had increased in intensity, so I started using the
breathing techniques learned in your Hypnobirthing sessions , focusing on lowering and
relaxing my shoulders my jaw. 

As it got more intense, I had codine, but didn't feel the need for anything stronger as I
noticed how much of a difference breathing properly made to managing the pain. By
7am on Wednesday, intensity increased, and I really had to concentrate on the
breathing technique. The midwife informed me, should I require, a bed on the labour
ward available for when they were able to break my waters. While waiting, I was really
struggling, so I rang my mum who guided me through the techniques with each surge -
she asked me 'were my shoulders low', 'is my jaw loose' and to 'focus on the easy
breathing'. During this time, I wasn't sure if my waters leaked a little, so I consented for a
check by the midwife. 

As the surges intensified, I used breathing techniques and inhaled a labour
aromatherapy blend from a flannel. I went to the loo, and when getting back in bed, I
thought i felt my waters leak slightly again, and as I got into bed there was a HUGE gush
of water and blood - definitely no mistaking that! They checked me and I was 4cm
dilated with a fully open cervix.
 
Within 5 mins of being checked, I had a huge contraction and felt the urge to push. I told
my midwife who said 'okay , I'm just going on my break, so I'll get the other midwife to
have a look what's going on with the next contraction and she's advise from there.' She
left to swap, and when she was gone, I had another surge and my body just pushed; I
couldn't control it so I told my husband to get a midwife because I needed to push.
Within a minute, I had another surge and my body just pushed again, twice and I
shouted at my husband that i needed a midwife. He said "Well I've pressed the buzzer' so
I screamed at him to either press the emergency or shout at the door as I'm I was
having an uncontrollable urge to push. The midwife asked if I needed assistance and I
replied with "No, I need to push". She did a quick check and said "Push away, you're fully
dilated sweetheart." I pushed twice, when the midwife noticed baby's heart rate drop
and asked me to go onto my side while pressing the emergency buzzer. 2 other
midwives and a doctor came to support, and between them they checked me and
decided it was safe for me to go back onto my back if I wanted to. I pushed again and
his head was out, once more and he was out and placed on my chest.
 

mmROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES 
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SESSIONdebrief

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

Something NEW we learnt today...

Something that surprised us today...

Something we will take away with us today...
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RELAXATIONcloud

ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES 

REMINDER: please practice the relaxations in a safe environment where you can safely
fall asleep. DO NOT listen to the relaxations in the bathtub or whilst driving. (Before bed is
great as it can help you go to sleep!)

2
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Begin by relaxing the muscles around
the eyes – those tiny muscles, let them
relax, let go, noticing that comfortable
feeling around the lids – and know that
for the next little while, there is
absolutely nothing for you to do but
relax.

Now I would like you to continue to allow
that relaxation to deepen. You allow no
tension at all to come into you, you can
allow your mind to clear totally of all
worries and concerns. I want you to
know that all forms of tension,
negativity, anxiety, that you may have
had, are all lifted from you and you will
feel very very relaxed and calm within
yourself.

As you rest so quietly there, relaxed and peaceful,
I want you to imagine that as you look upwards
you can see the sky. A clear blue sky, with just one
white fluffy cloud. And as you look at that one
white fluffy cloud, so it begins to descend. Getting
lower and lower…until it envelops you as you rest
there and that fluffy cloud seems to gently
massage your body with soothing, healing,
energy making you feel even more relaxed. You
feel calm, safe and secure. 

You can feel the soothing energy gently
massaging, pulsating through the whole of your
body, in through the pores, and flowing right
through your body easing out any tensions,
worries, anxieties, out through the fingertips and
toes. Any bad feelings, all being pushed out, and
this leaves you feeling so very calm, so very
relaxed, so unconcerned.
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If it is your wish, you may choose
to allow your cloud to just drift
upwards into the clear blue sky,
and you can enjoy the wonderful
clean, pure fresh air. Or you may
choose to float on your cloud,
surrounded by pure healthy
energy. And as you take a deep
breath, you can feel this healthy
soothing energy flowing in
through your nostrils, all the way
down your throat and into your
lungs.

And now we will gently allow
ourselves to float back to the
room and the conscious  mind, so
becoming aware of the sounds of
the room now. The feeling of the
surface beneath you, taking 3
deep breaths to fill up with energy
again. And coming back to the
room with eyes open when you
are ready.

You can feel it enter your body,
filing your very being with
soothing, healing energy flowing
all through your body. 

6
Now take a deep breath, and as
you breathe out release finally
any remaining negative
emotions

BIRTH PARTNERtip

Download all
MP3's to your
phone & other

devices



HOMEWORKpractice

mmROLES RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHOICES 

Continue with the Ocean Relaxation

Introduce the Cloud Relaxation

Continue listening to positive affirmations

Practice Calm Breathing (Appendix 9)

Practice Massage Techniques (Appendix 6)

Practice UMBRELLA (Appendix 8)

Practice Pelvic Floor exercises (Appendix 2)

Practice Birth Ball exercises (Appendix 1)

DISCUSSION:
Did you notice any anxieties/ worries come up? Tell your partner what they are and
discuss how you can work around them?

 

Start discussing different birthing journey's and what you would be happy with. Start
implementing a plan for each birthing journey so you can mix and match dependent on
the situations. Start looking at different resources, journals and books that have been
suggested to help you make decisions. Remember this is NOT the final copy- it's just to
help you to gain an understanding of what you like, what you would be happy to
compromise and what you definitely do not want. These can and may change so be
flexible and keep talking to one another!

Any questions, just let me know.

Cannot wait to teach you Session 3!



DUMPbrain

mmSETTING FOUNDATIONS
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"giving birth should be your
greatest achievement, not your

greatest fear” 

- Jane Weideman 
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LABOURearly

LABOUR AND BIRTH 

Signs of early labour...

BIRTH PARTNERtip

NOW:
save the Midwife/

Labour Unit's number in
your phone

 
EARLY LABOUR:

inform the Midwife/ 
Labour Unit

What next?

BIRTH PARTNERtip

NOW:
discuss childcare/ pet

care if appropriate
 

EARLY LABOUR:
call childcare/ pet care

TIME SURGES

Signs that cervix is dilating… 
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BIRTH PARTNERtip

feed her
keep her hydrated

affirm
massage

listen to her

Between Surges During Surges

Calm Breathing

Light Touch Massage

Keep Hydrated/ Snack

Empty Bladder

Build up Oxytocin

Mountain Breathing

Stay Mobile (UFO if possible)

Smile!(Think of baby)

Visualise relaxed place

Focus on anchor

LABOURmanaging

LABOUR AND BIRTH 

How can I manage at home?

BIRTH PARTNERtip

TELL MIDWIFE
YOU ARE

HYPNOBIRTHING!

You will be using the mountain breathing (Appendix 9) for a
while before you feel you need reassurance of the Midwives or
feeling that things are moving quickly.

Now is the time to call. The Midwife will want to talk to Mum, she
will be attempting to assess whether Mum needs to be seen
yet by listening to her voice.
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TRANSITION labour

LABOUR AND BIRTH

Signs of transition...

BIRTH PARTNERtipRemind her
she can do it!

Fully Dilated
A very important fact for you to know is that it can take an hour from being fully dilated
to the baby being low enough to trigger the foetal ejection reflex. Remaining upright and
mobile is the best thing to do at this time to encourage the baby to descend.

How will it feel?
Once the baby hits that nerve to trigger the FER, Mum will feel much pressure in her
bottom, she will feel the body begin to push without her actively doing it. The body takes
over at this point- just go with it!

What next?
Use the birth breathing (Appendix 9). 

IT'S
OK TO POO!

IF YOU NEED IT... DO IT!
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Dilation: 0-3cm
Surges: 30-40 seconds
Rest: 5- 30 minutes
Duration: 8- 12 hours

Dilation: 4-7cm
Surges: 45- 60 seconds
Rest: 3- 5 minutes
Duration: 3- 5 hours

Dilation: 8-10 cm 
Surges: 60-90 seconds
Rest: 30 secs- 2 minutes
Duration: 30 mins- 2 hours

It’s important to understand no
two births are the same. The
descriptions below are to be

used as a guide only.

mm

LABOURstages of

LABOUR AND BIRTH 
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Golden Hour
Undisturbed time together can mean
mum’s birth bubble is protected for just a
little while longer and can give mum and
baby those precious first moments
together where mum can just focus on
her new baby.

In occasions where mum cannot have
skin to skin immediately, the father/ birth
partner will be offered this.

Vernix
WHO recommends leaving the vernix on
your baby for at least six hours, and
preferably 24. As for an upper limit?
There’s no official recommendation.
According to the International Childbirth
Education Association, there’s no set time
by when you have to bathe your baby. So
do what makes you feel comfortable.

BIRTH PARTNERtip
Wear a shirt/
zip up hoodie

for easy access
to your chest!

BABYhello

LABOUR AND BIRTH 

Placenta
Following the birth of your baby, you will birth your
placenta. Your placenta holds lots of vitamins and
nutrients- explore options of encapsulation.

Delayed cord clamping
Delayed cord clamping allows the blood from the
placenta to continue being transferred to the baby
even after they are born. 

Vitamin K
Given in the form of an injection or oral drops.

Some babies are born with a blood clot that could be
life threatening. For those babies, the Vitamin K
injection could save their lives, for those who do not
have it, there are no known side effects.

It is your choice to opt in or out for any of these. Please
do some further research and make your decision.



CAESAREAN vaginal

mmLABOUR AND BIRTH 

Vaginal Birth Caesarean Birth

Skin to skin with mum/ birth partner

If wish to breastfeed- supported

Syntrometrine/ Syntocinon given if
clinically indicated

Placenta/ membrane release

Perineum assessed

Skin to skin with mum/ birth partner

Sucture mum

Mum & baby taken to recovery

If wish to breastfeed- supported

Mum taken to labour ward

Tea & Toast/ First meal

Baby checked

Mum shower

Mum taken to postnatal ward

Mum offered water and toast if tolerated

If clinically well, mum taken to postnatal
ward after a few hours

Here, have a go on the Gas & Air, it'll help...

Ok, you’re fully dilated now so it’s time to get pushing...

You’re 40 weeks now, so let’s give you a stretch & sweep and get your induction booked in, just in case.

So I’ll just give you the Syntometrine to speed up the placenta and membranes then, I’ll just pop that in.

CHOICES EXERCISE:



BIRTHhome

mmLABOUR AND BIRTH 

DISCUSSION:
What do you notice the birth mother doing?

DISCUSSION:
What do you notice the birth partner doing?

DISCUSSION:
What do you notice the professional doing?
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BIRTHhome

LABOUR AND BIRTH 

DO NOT USE CASTOR OIL!

The Birthing Mother is moving positions regularly and practicing
the deep breathing with each surge she experiences. She is
practicing birth ball exercises to help her posture and the birthing
journey. She uses Clary Sage oil to help her during labour.

The Birthing Partner is seen to be providing reassurance, reciting
affirmations and using light touch massage to help with building
the right hormones required for the birthing journey.

Notice that the Midwife is sat in the background and not
interfering unless requested to do so.

The Birthing Partner supports the Birthing Mother when she feels
she is unable to continue and uses grounding/ anchoring
techniques to help her remain calm.

The Midwife performs a vaginal examination following the request
of the Birthing Mother- her wishes are respected!

The Birthing Partner listens to and follows the guidance of the
Birthing Mother, supporting her to birth their baby.



STORYbirth
Delilah Wilcox born last night at 00:48am weighing 7,11lbs! She is perfect!

Just wanted to say thank you so much for all your help you really played a part in our
amazing birth and it wouldn’t have been the same without you! Adam was the most
amazing and supportive birthing partner he helped support me the whole way through
and my breathing techniques helped me to get to 10cm on just the TENS machine and
paracetamol after delaying an induction…something we felt like we had the right tools
and made the right decision to do after your guidance and using our “BRAINS” like you
taught us. 

After getting in to the pool surrounded by peaceful music, the UFO cards you gave us to
remind me how to help baby get in to a favourable position with candles and
aromatherapy I just needed some gas and air and felt the need to push! I told the
midwife I was feeling my body pushing and she said it’s probably still too early for it to
be doing that but normal to feel that way. 

Anyway body definitely was pushing and although she was meant to do her next vaginal
examination at 2am but I knew without her checking that baby was on the way! Anyway
they kept telling me that my breathing techniques were brilliant (thanks to you) then at
the end they said I was focusing too much on breathing the gas and air so took that off
me so I managed to deliver her without pain relief they just had to make a small cut to
allow her head out. I could never have done that without the positive affirmations, the
tools you gave us and without Adam! Thank you so much! 

mmLABOUR AND BIRTH
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SESSIONdebrief

SETTING FOUNDATIONS

Something NEW we learnt today...

Something that surprised us today...

Something we will take away with us today...



RELAXATIONwindow to baby

mmLABOUR AND BIRTH 

REMINDER: please practice the relaxations in a safe environment where you can safely
fall asleep. DO NOT listen to the relaxations in the bathtub or whilst driving. (Before bed is
great as it can help you go to sleep!)

2

31
I’d like for you now to settle into a
comfortable position, uncrossing your
arms and legs, resting your head if you
can. Notice the thoughts in your mind,
allow them to drift away for now. They
can wait. This time is just for you and
your baby.

I’d like for you now to take in a deep
breath and hold it for a count of 4, (1…
2… 3… 4…) and now slowly release it
down, relaxing your body down with it
(1… 2… 3… 4… 5… 6… 7… 8…) Once more
take in a deep breath, hold it in for the
count of 4… and then slowly exhale as
you relax your face, your neck your
shoulders, your arms. Everything now
begins to feel relaxed and at peace.

I’d like for you now to imagine looking down at
your belly. It’s so beautiful as it grows to make
room for your baby. You feel so proud of your
body as it performs the most amazing miracle of
growing your perfect baby inside it. You are a
beautiful, glowing Mummy.

Imagine now that as you look at your belly, you
see that there is a little window, and you can see
through this window right down to your growing
little baby.

Picture now that as you send loving energy down
to your baby, it travels in a beautiful golden light
from your heart right to your baby. That light
spreads around them, cocooning them,
supporting them and surrounding them in all that
love. You are connected, you are communicating
with love.
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When it comes to your birthing
time, that wonderful channel of
communication and calm
between you will enable you to
birth together peacefully and
happily. When your eyes next
meet, it will be in this world. You
will be holding your gorgeous
baby in your arms. Just take a
moment now to picture that
moment as you gaze into your
baby’s eyes.

Begin to bring your awareness
back to your surroundings once
more, feeling positive and full of
energy. You re the most amazing
Mummy, and you will have the
most amazing birth together.

Now when you are ready to,
gently open your eyes and come
back to the room.

It’s time to close the curtains on
this little window now, to allow
your baby to continue to grow
and develop. 

6
Mentally send a kiss to your
baby and remind them that
you’ll meet them very soon.

BIRTH PARTNERtip

Download all
MP3's to your
phone & other

devices
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FEELINGSour
What words and emotions comes to mind when you hear labour & birth?

What our ideal birth would look like...

SETTING FOUNDATIONS



HOMEWORKpractice

mmLABOUR AND BIRTH 

Continue listening to positive affirmations

Continue with the Ocean Relaxation (birth visualisation)

Continue with the Cloud Relaxation (release negativity)

Listen to Window to Baby Relaxation (visualise baby)

Shooting Stars Relaxation (manage negative thoughts)

Anchor Relaxations (setting a physical anchor)

Practice Calm Breathing, introduce Mountain & Birth Breathing (Appendix 9)

Continue practicing Massage Techniques (Appendix 6)

Continue practicing Pelvic Floor exercises (Appendix 2)

Continue practicing Birth Ball exercises (Appendix 1)

Practice UMBRELLA (Appendix 8) 
 

Continue looking at different resources, journals and books that have been suggested to
help you make decisions. Remember this is NOT the final copy of your birth plan- it's just
to help you to gain an understanding of what you like, what you would be happy to
compromise and what you definitely do not want. These can and may change so be
flexible and keep talking to one another!

Any questions, just let me know.



DUMPbrain
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Get on all fours and rest on
the ball. You can sway

forwards and backwards or
left to right. Practice with the

Calm Breathing.

Gently bounce up and
down. Practice with the
Calm Breathing. 

Gently move
forwards and
backwards on the
ball. Practice with
the Calm Breathing 

Gently sway left to right
on the ball. Practice

with the Calm
Breathing. 

Rotate around in a
circular motion.
Practice with the Calm
Breathing. 

Make a figure of
8/ eternity motion

whilst sat on the
ball. Practice with

the Calm
Breathing. 

EXERCISESbirth ball 

APPENDIX 1

Mum: <4ft 8”
Ball: 45cm 

Mum: 4ft 8”- 5ft 3”
Ball: 55cm 

Mum: 5ft 4”- 5ft 10” 
Ball: 65cm 

Mum: 5ft 11”- 6ft 4” 
Ball: 75cm 

Mum: >6ft 4” 
Ball: 85cm 
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1. Wash hands. 

2. Find the best comfortable position, you may find being
propped up with pillows on a bed the best. 

3. Using a basic oil such as olive or coconut oil (don’t get
sucked into the overpriced perineal massage oils available to
buy!), enter both thumbs into the vagina, just within the back
wall - you can rest your forefingers on your buttocks (you can
use two fingers if it’s easier). 

4. Press down a little towards your rectum (back passage)
and gently move the thumbs upwards and outwards in the
shape of a ‘U’, applying gentle pressure in a rhythmic
movement. This is massaging the inside of the vagina, not the
outside. 

5. There should be a feeling of tightness, but not of pain. If this
hurts you, lessen the pressure. 

6. Focus on using Calm Breathing techniques whilst doing this,
and on relaxing the area as much as possible. This is great
practice for when the baby is coming. 

7. Continue for 5 minutes, either every day or every other day
from 34 weeks until birth.

To strengthen your pelvic floor muscles, sit comfortably and
squeeze the muscles 10 to 15 times. 

Do not hold your breath or tighten your stomach, bottom or
thigh muscles at the same time.

When you get used to doing pelvic floor exercises, you can try
holding each squeeze for a few seconds.

Every week, you can add more squeezes, but be careful not to
overdo it, and always have a rest between sets of squeezes. 

After a few months, you should start to notice results. You
should keep doing the exercises, even when you notice they're
starting to work.      

mm

PERINEAL MASSAGEpelvic floor & 
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Maternity notes and Birth Plan

Comfy clothes

Phone & charger  

Bikini top/vest if using pool

Slippers/ flip flops

Socks

Snacks (Jelly Babies)

Water bottle

Face cloths (if needed)

Lip balm 

Positive Affirmations & UFO Cards 

Disposable underwear/ nappies 

Hypnobirthing course notes 

Relaxation MP3s and music 

Wireless speaker and charger 

Phone and charger 

LED tealights 

Fairy lights 

Room spray / pillow spray  

Nappies (approx 10 per day) 

Wipes /Cotton Wool Balls 

Vests x6 

Sleepsuits/ Rompers x6 

Hats x6 

Muslin squares 

Blanket 

Baby car seat 

Shorts if joining mum in the pool 

Snacks and drinks for yourself 

Toiletries & towel 

Change for parking 

Shirt (skin to skin) 

Change of clothes 

Open mind 

Birth ball (if needed) 

Nipple cream (if plan to breastfeed)

Maternity pads 

Big black cotton pants (lots)

Nursing bras (if plan to breastfeed)

Front opening nightwear (if plan to

breastfeed)

Toiletries, towel & hairbrush/ bobbles 

Outfit for going home 

Blindfold

Earphones

Open mind

Aim to have your bags packed around 35 weeks
and leave this list on top so you can add any last
minute extras whenever you need to. It's helpful to
pack a bag even if you are planning a home birth.

TOP tip

Pack 2 zip lock bags. Both
with a nappy, a vest,

babygro and hat. One in
size newborn and one in
size 0-3 months. When

Midwife asks you what you
would like to get baby

ready in, just pass her the
bag!

mmAPPENDIX 3

CHECKLISTbirth bag
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Labouring and birthing a baby
is more than a work out in the
gym- so we need to make
sure you have the right energy
to keep you going! Here are
some suggestions of things to
consider and keep in the
house/ packed in your birth
bag ready for when it's
needed!

Carbohydrates
Crisps
Balanced meal
Water- lots of it! (have bottles around the
house so you can keep taking small sips)
Coconut water (if you like it!)

Food that takes longer to digest

Jelly Babies
Jaffa Cakes
Sweet Treats
Water- lots of it! (have a straw bottle so
you can take sips)
Coconut water (if you like it!)

Food that gives you quick energy boosts

mm

NUTRITIONlabour
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BIRTH PLANhow to write a

Language & Environment

During Labour

Birth of baby/ babies

The third stage/ Placenta

Immediately Post birth

In case of an Induction at hospital

In case of a Caesarean (planned or emergency)

Writing a birth plan is important to know what you would like, what alternatives you are
happy with and what is a definite no (unless in life- threatening circumstances). Please
remember that a birth plan is not set in stone; it can continuously keep changing
dependent on the information you have about your birth. It is important to consider all
birthing journey's as we cannot foresee your birth so ensure you and your birth partner's
preferences are clear and that your birth partner can advocate for you if needed.

There are many ways to write a birth plan. A sectioned plan (as per my example
below), tick boxes from a pre written plan or a visual birth plan (please see the link for
this under external resources). Feel free to mix and match the type you want and share/
discuss them with your care provider.

Here are some aspects I feel are important to consider:

It's your birth so you get to have a say. Express what you would like, including the
positions you would like to birth in so professionals can support you appropriately.

By looking at these different aspects you can control small aspects of your birth. I
cannot promise birth will be exactly as you plan it- in fact all births do deviate from the
birth plan, but it is important to consider what other things you can do in case of
changes. For example- I planned a water birth and ended up with a land birth as my
son came quicker than expected. However, I expressed that I wanted to have as little
intervention and have freedom to move positions that suited me which were respected
by our care providers. 

Please have a look at my birth plan on the next pages. This is for example purposes only.

mmAPPENDIX 5
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DISCLAIMER: The information provided by Mystri Mumma is for general informational purposes only. All information is provided in good faith to support your birthing journey. 
Mystri Mumma always recommends you complete thorough research and gain more information about your individual circumstance before making and choices for your labour/ birth. 

Creating the right environment is important,
so consider what you would like to help you
during labour. Are you considering dim
lights if so how are you going to get this
effect? Also consider the language you
prefer and make a note of this so others are
aware.

What would like for each stage of labour?
Have you practiced some positions you like?
Have you discussed this with your partner?
Make a note of how you think you can be
best supported in different stages now so
you don't have to explain during the
process.

It is important to have Plan B, C- Z so you
can mix and match if the circumstances
change. Research what you can do for
different journey's so if things deviate from
Plan A, you can still remain in control.

Consider what you would like to do as part
of your Golden Hour and what you would be
happy to change/ adjust to if the situation
called for it. Discuss this with your partner so
they can support your choices and be your
voice if needed.

PROMPT SHEETbirth plan



We understand and respect that all the items outlined in this birth preference 
may not be applicable, however we would like to request those that can be 
met, do so. Ideally, as a birthing mother, I prefer not to be disturbed unless  
necessary and so request you speak to my husband, Hemant, who is my advocate.

Please ask my permission- my consent is important.

Please allow me follow my body's guidance. I wish not be touched or have any
cervical examinations unless I request them. I wish to be as upright as possible during
labour. Please DO NOT check on baby's heart beat without my consent.  I prefer to
manage my surges with breathing techniques. Please DO NOT offer me any labour
relief unless requested. Please DO NOT break my waters. 

Please speak to my husband who can relay any information to me.

I would like a natural, vaginal water birth where possible. I wish to breathe my baby into
the world and for either myself, Hemant or my son Shyam to catch baby. Please DO
NOT coach me to push. If a land birth, I would like to be on all fours.

environment...

a kind request...

language...

during labour...

birth...

preferences
pooja

& Hemant's birth

I am feeling excited about birth! 
I am practising hypnobirthing and to help me, please use the language:
Surges/ Waves NOT contractions
Breathe NOT push

NO Medical Students    Please stay in the background    Quiet please     Low light levels
Freedom to move         Able to eat & drink                       Hands off          Music      

BIRTH PLANexample of a

mmAPPENDIX 5



I would like to follow the above as much as possible. I would like my husband to be
seated at my head. If possible for my relaxation music to be played in the
background. I would like the lights to be as dim as possible. I would like to be informed
when my baby is being born and if possible to guide baby out myself. If I cannot
guide baby out, could my husband please be supported to guide baby out. If neither
me or my husband can guide baby from womb to world, for screen to be lowered
and for us to witness the birth of our baby.

mm

I would like for the lights to remain low and my music to be played in the 
background. I would like delay cord clamping for as long as possible. I would 
like for Hemant and Shyam to cut the cord when appropriate. Please DO NOT wipe/
clean my baby. Please delay any measurements/ examinations. I would like to have
skin- to- skin for as long as possible and to be left with my new family unless there is 
a valid medical reason to interrupt us. We consent to the Vitamin K injection for baby.

if induced...

I would like to follow the above as much as possible. As little intervention and
examinations as possible. Please DO NOT break my water unless there is a valid
medical reason. Please gain my consent before doing this and give my husband an
understanding for your suggestion.

if caesarean...

thank you

I would prefer a physiological birth of my placenta. Please DO NOT give me syntocinon/
syntometine unless there is a medical reason. Please allow me to wait at least 20
minutes before discussing a syntocinon. I would like to see my placenta. 
I am having my placenta encapsulated, please support my husband with this.

placenta...

post birth...

APPENDIX 5



environment...

language...

mm

a kind request...

during labour...

birth...
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birth preferences



mm

if induced...

if caesarean...

thank you

placenta...

post birth...
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Mum’s to sit back facing birth partner. Birth
partner to start at the spine; make a ‘V’ shape
by going up the back and out to the sides.
Continue to do this up the back to the neck.
Make an S as you come back down.

Repeatedly draw the figure of 8 or the eternity
symbol across the entire back. Ensure there is
no pressure and you are using your fingertips
only. This should be done at a slow pace.

Place both thumbs at the bottom of the spine
and fan out your fingers across the sides.
Slowly move up and repeat the pattern until
you reach the nape the start again from the
bottom of the spine.

Place on hand on the other and add light
pressure from the bottom of your palm to the
coccyx/ tail bone. Easier done when on all fours.

mm

TECHNIQUES  massage 
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What are the BENEFITS?
What are the RISKS?
What are the ALTERNTIVES?
What are my INSTINCTS saying?
What if I do NOTHING?
Remember to SMILE!

 I HEAR what you are saying and why you
recommend this.

I understand you EMPATHISE with me and
want the best for me and my baby.

I can ASSERT. I would rather.../ need more
time/ information

I can REASSURE you I will let you know of any
changes or seek support if required.

THANK you for taking care of us.

I continue to SMILE!

Remember this is your birth, your baby and
your body so YOU make the decisions. Ask

the right questions, get all the information so
you can make informed choices that are

right for your birth.

mm

CHOICESmaking
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Upright, Forward & Open
remind her to keep use these optimal positions
where possible.

Movement & massage
encourage her to keep mobile where possible
and to give her the light touch massages in
between surges.

Breathing techniques 
remind her of the breathing techniques when
you notice she begins to panic.

Relaxations and environment
know what she likes and make her environment
calm and protected.

Energy and hydration 
replenish her with nutrients to help her during
labour and encourage her to keep having
fluids!

Love
keep reminding her she is loved by using the
five senses.

Loo
remind her to take regular breaks to empty her
bladder.

Advocate & challenge 
be her bodyguard, know your stuff and plan
together so you can support her choices in
different situations.

mm

UMBRELLAremember
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Calm Breathing
 

As you inhale: “1 2 3 4”                        
 As you exhale: “1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8”

OR
As you inhale: “I breathe in calm”      
 As you exhale: “My mind and body
relax down”

Mountain Breathing
 

As you inhale: “1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8”         
 As you exhale: “8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1”

OR
As you inhale: “a b c d e f g"           
 As you exhale: "g f e d c b a"

Birth Breathing

Breathe in though your nose and
exhale down your throat. Imagine as
though you are blowing out a candle

but with your mouth closed. OR
Imagine you are breathing like Darth

Vader

TECHNIQUES breathing
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